1.
Introduction. There are two general approaches to the study of saturation theory (for the definitions see [5] ), namely the integral transform method (cf. [3] , [5] ) and the semigroup method (cf. [4] ). In this note a third method, a distribution theoretical method will be employed, in particular to characterize the Favard (saturation) classes defined by (1) Vl = {ƒ; ƒ(*) E L\E n ),
Here x, v denote vectors in E n with \v\ =(i>î+ • • • +vl) 112 and a a, positive parameter. f*(v) being the Fourier transform of ƒ, this definition of F« is meaningful only for Kp^2.
In order to extend it to 2 <p < oo we use the classes of Bessel potentials
This definition bears sense not only for Kp S 2 but also for 2 <p < <*> if the Fourier transform is taken in the distribution theoretical sense since (l + |z>| 2 ) a/2 is an infinitely differentiable and slowly increasing function (in the terminology of L. Schwartz [lO] ). The problem is to show the equivalence of (1) and (2) for 1 <p^2 and to give simple characterizations of (2), e.g. in terms of differentiability properties both in the classical and the distributional (or Sobolev) sense. An equivalent definition of the classes Z£, investigated in [l], [2] , [6] , is given by
where
a is a subspace of the space of tempered distributions.
For integral values of a we obtain an equivalence between L v a and the Sobolev space
with kj ^ 0 and | k \ = X *y 2£ «> . 
, • • • , n (with e j -unit vector in ^direction)
The functions j^(aO form the coordinates of a vector (Hf)(x) = Z)£»i e*/T(* The present results are also connected with the theory of intermediate spaces which is presented in [4] . A detailed discussion of these results, including proofs and various extensions, will be published elsewhere.
